Savanna Group LTD - Savanna Samson
Savanna’s journey is a story of a small town girl who has grown into a woman of the world
embracing her sensuality and sexuality. She has reached the height of stardom in the Adult Film
Industry, winning multiple AVN awards!

HISTORY/BACKGROUND Savanna was featured in the HBO film, Thinking XXX, and has
recently finished filming two mainstream TV pilots of her own. The first being a reality show
based on Savanna’s life, the other is a wine-themed program where she is the hostess.
Named one of New York’s “Most Interesting People”, Savanna continues to appear
regularly on the Howard Stern Show, and also has been interviewed by Hannity and
Colmes, MSNBC, CNBC, Bill O’Reilly, Danny Deutsch, Tyra Banks and others. Savanna
continues to study classical dance and regularly attends the opera, in fact she has spoken
at length about opera on New York public radio. She is a published writer and has had a
column on a variety of subjects for Men’s Fitness magazine and Friend Finder.com.
CONTACT INFORMATION: SSSJustinCase@GMail.com
PROTECTING OUR RIGHTS: TheRealSavannasCloset aka Savanna Samson™ is a
member of eBay VeRO program. Savanna Samson™ strictly enforces its intellectual
property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks Savanna Samson™ and
copyrights evidenced by U.S. Reg. No. 2894500 (issued October 19, 2004), amongst
others. Savanna Samson™ has the exclusive right to use its intellectual property, and any
use without the express written permission of The Savanna Group, Ltd. is subject to
prosecution for infringement.
Savanna Samson™ does not permit or authorize the use or sale of any of its intellectual
property or other proprietary material on eBay, ESPECIALLY images. The Savanna Group,
Ltd. regularly monitors the Internet, including auction sites, in order to protect its intellectual
property rights. Unauthorized uses of Savanna Samson™ intellectual property or other
proprietary material in connection with the sale or offering for sale of any item(s) on
eBay will result in our notification to eBay of such use and the immediate removal of
the auction, as we have the LEGAL RIGHT to do so. If the seller is found relisting the
infringed item we will then contact local, state and federal law enforcement agencies, further
protecting our rights.
KINDLY PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY.

